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About Kim

Kim DeCina holds a Masters of
Social Work, and has been reading
Tarot for eight years. She uses Tarot
as a coaching tool to help spiritual
seekers embrace their unique selves,
and gain the personal power they
need to create the lives they want.

Kim has encountered clients with
such unique problems as addiction,
depression, anxiety, and severe
mental illness. As a practicing neo-

pagan and a member of the LGBT community, she believes in
embracing diversity in all its forms and showing everyone the power of
their own uniqueness.

With knowledge of the Tarot's varied and wonderful uses, Kim
primarily responds to the Tarot as an intuitive tool, and uses its
powerful images to connect to her clients' unique strengths. She
counsels in an empowering but straightforward way that will leave you
able to tackle your goals with new confidence!

Kim currently lives in South Florida with her partner, and their big
orange cat.



About This Book

Tarot is an incredible tool. It can tell your fortune, tap into your psyche,
and help you find your inner magick. But most of all, Tarot is a tool for
telling stories. And so, in a lot of ways, is journaling.

Whether you're a Pulitzer-winning writer or have barely written a line,
journaling helps you tell your own unique story. Your life becomes a
journey that you can tell to yourself, or to the world. With a journal, you
can:

 sort through your emotions
 see the patterns in your life
 tap into your subconscious
 map out your dreams and future plans

...all in a whole new way!

In fact, when you look at it that way, it's a lot like a good Tarot reading.

A Tarot deck is broken up into two parts: the Major Arcana, twenty-two
cards about big themes and archetypes, and the Minor Arcana, fourty
cards about everyday life broken down into the four elements.

This free journal will introduce you to the Major Arcana (using the
Rider-Waite deck, one of the most popular decks in Tarot). You'll get
twenty-two journal prompts to help you explore the cards and yourself.
The best part?  There's no right way to use it!

Print it out and use the space to scribble all over it, draw pictures and
make collages. Write paragraphs, lists, poetry, or short stories. Use all
the prompts, or just some of them. It's your journal, so do what speaks
to you!

Happy creating!



impulsivity . risk-taking . trust

What's one of the biggest risks you've ever taken? How did you
gather the courage to take that leap?





confidence . power . taking action

If you were a superhero, what would your powers be? What would
you be named? What would people say about you?





mysterious . intuitive . wise

Write about a time your instincts helped you to make an
important decision. How did you learn to trust those instincts?





motherly . nurturing . creative

If you could create anything successfully, what would it be?





authoritative . structured . responsible

What responsibilities do you feel you have in life? How can you
make what you want to do and need to do more intertwined?





tradition . spirituality . community

Write about a group or a community that you belong to. Do you
feel like you fit in? Are there rules you have to follow? What is the

impact you feel its made on your life?





relationships . values . choices

Write about an important relationship and what it means to you.
When did it support and encourage you? When did you have to

make choices and compromises to keep that relationship strong?





control . willpower. success

Write about a goal you're trying to accomplish. What steps are you
following? What could you do more or less of to succeed?





inner power . gentle strength . taming the beast

Do you feel you have inner strength? What do you feel that
means? When have you used this power in the past?





solitude . teaching . guiding light

Have you ever had a mentor who taught you something
unforgettable? Have you ever been a similar mentor to others?





fate . change . life in motion

Write about luck and fate. Do you believe it exists? Do you think
we can change how it impacts us?





responsibility . outcome of your actions . karma

Do you believe in karma? Can you influence karma? What are
some of the ways your actions have directly related to their

consequences?





surrender . waiting . a new perspective

Write about a time you were able to look at things from another
point of view. Did it help you to create change in your life?





transition . endings . loss

Write about a loss that made a strong impact on your life. How are
you different now that you've experienced this loss?





balance . moderation. compromise

Do you feel there's balance in your life? Between work and play?
Practical and spiritual? Your friends and your family? What can

you do to create more balance and stability in your life?





self-sabotage . addiction . bondage

What limits do you put on yourself that keep you from being all
you can be? Have you taken steps to loosen their hold? What can

you do to rise above them?





upheaval . dramatic change . disaster

Write about a time the world seemed to turn upside-down. What
did you do to cope with this change? When you look back, do you

feel it happened for a reason?





hope . healing . divine guidance

Do you have a particular spiritual or religious path? What about a
quote or a creed that inspires you? What is in your life that gives

you hope and healing?





fears . secrets . the subconscious

What are some of your deepest fears? How do they impact your
actions consciously? Unconsciously?





joy . optimism . new life

What brings you joy? What could you do for hours and never get
tired of? How can you bring more joy into your life?





revelation . rebirth . a new beginning

Have you ever made a major change in how you live? What was it
and what brought it about? How did you make that shift?





completion . accomplishment . fulfillment

What is a cycle in your life you feel has come to an end? How did
you get there? What did you learn? Did the end of that cycle lead to

the beginning of any new ones, and what were they?





Your Next Step On the Journey

I hope you've enjoyed this brief look at the powerful insights Tarot can
give you into your life. But it doesn't stop there!

Through Mirror Moon Tarot and Coaching, I offer Tarot readings by email,
phone, Skype, or in the South Florida area. I can also use Tarot in
coaching sessions tailor-made just for you, where you'll get customized
exercises and personal attention to help you implement the lessons of
the cards in your life.

And if you're interested in more ways to use each card as a mentor
and guide, my six-week Tarot Journeys course can show you how. You'll get
meditations, journal prompts, quotes, rituals, and exercises to help you:

 take risks with the Fool
 master the elements with the Magician
 trust your intuition with the High Priestess
 harness your creativity with the Empress

and much more!

I'd love to hear from you about your own Tarot journey, and how you
liked this journal! Feel free to reach me anytime on Twitter, Facebook
Pinterest, or email me at the.indigo.lady@gmail.com.

Have a wonderful day!


